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Education
Education is one of the largest single items

of public expenditure in many of the develop-,
ing countries, but too few of the people living
in these countries have been able to contribute
to or share in the development process. They
lack the information, practical knowledge, and
skills necessary for full participation in society.

More than half of the population in most
developing countries have never been to
school.

Illiteracy in some countries of Asia, Afri-
ca, Latin America, and the Middle East IS
actually increasing because school enroll-
ment cannot keep pace with high popula-
tion growth.

Even, where schooling is available, the con-
ditions and quality of learning are so poor
that up to 50 percent of the children en-
rolled in schOol fail to complete their
third year.

Major impediments to pzogr s in the field
of education include:

lack of school facilities andimaterials;

poorly trained and unqiph, id teachers
who often resist servingtiitillage schools
and do a poor job whet ed to remain
in such positions;

f
overcrowded classrooms,

inefficient systems, whit raise the cost of
learning, and outdate: C rricula.

/AID seeks to help devela g countries:

make practical and rele'y t learning op-
/

portunities available tpA eater number
of people at lower cost; j4;:,34,,

develop innovative and IiOginative non-

/ formal educational techniques to equip
the poor majority with the,4;.nowledge
and skills necessary for effOtive participa-
tion in their societies;

increase their emphasis on the education
and training needi of wornon to enhance

Increasing educational opportunities for women in de- their role in development'
veloping countries is an AID priority.

1.
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U.S. foreign assistance helps to develop more
useful and precise methods to:

identify the learnersboth.children and
adultsand what they need to learn to
contend with their life problems;

insure that assistance projects focus on the
learning needs of these populations.

Education assistance is now fqcused increas-
ingly on the poor majority, addressing a broad
spectrum of needs and problems, through
fective use of existing formal and nonformal
educational resources. /

The regionally sponsored Project IM-
PACT in the Philippines and in Indonesia
combines professional analysis and advice
with intense involvement of rural popular
tions in the educational process as part of
integrated rural development programs.

Peru,and Bolivia are focusing resources
on leadership and management capability
for rural development to broaden the ex-
tent of existing successful adult education
programs.

An immediate need in many developing
countries is the construction of new schools in
rural areas. AID is supporting school building
projects in:

Nicaragua, where CARE w4provide mod-
ern equipment and trained workers for
carpentry shops which inlurn will supply
school furniture for use in rural primary
schools being constructed by a CARE pro-
gram.

Af ghanistan, with financing for cons-
truction of new village schools with
attached housing for the teachers.

Curriculum Reform
Educational opportunities must be more

broadly available and the content of the
curricula must be revised to meet the needs
of learners. Curriculum reform is thus an
important part of-AID's educational assist-
ance program. For example:

In Guatemala, an AID loan is help-
ing develop a rural curriculum appro-
priate to both Spanish-speaking and
non-Spanish-speaking children from In-
dian and mixed ethnic backgrounds.

AID advisors in Swaziland will help
the gover,nment carry out a curricu-

School construction is an immediate need in many rural
areas of less developed countries.

lum reform program-stressing general
rural life .skills in primary education.
Subject areas include agrictiltural meth-
ods, health and nutrition, and simple
business arithmetic.

The Government of Afghanistan, as-
sisted by AID, undertook a total re-
form of the primary school curriculum
six years ago. This involved rewriting
traditional texts and writing new texts
on subjects such as public health and
agriculture. By 1980, as many as 800,-
000 Afghan children will be using
complete sets of new textbooks more
relevant to rural life.

-Searching for new ways to provide learn-
ing opportunities for large numbers of peo-
ple, AID supports efforts to develop more
effective use of educational technology, which
often includes the use of media such as radio,
television, film, and computers for instruction.
AID has encouraged the development of the
"systems approach"introduction of new in-
structional delivery systems combined with
changes in textbooks, teaching methods, cur-
ricula, and classroom organization.

In El Salvador, an AID-sponsored ex-
perimental project used television in-
struction at the seventh grade level in
32 pilot schools. It now reaches all
60,000 secondary school students and



is being extended inta the Lourth and fifth
grades of primary school. It also is being
used for nonformal, adult education. Tra-
ditional rote teaching has been rapidly
.replaced through television lessons incor-
porating demonstrations, dramatic presen-,
tations, and exciting teaching.

In Latin America, the Children's Tele-
vision Workshopproducers of "Sesa-
me, Street" and "The Electric Corn-
pany"will produce a pilotepisode.of
a Spanish-language version of "The
Electric Company" in cooperation with
Latin American educators and reading
specialists. Mtge ,than 70' million
youngsters and adults in Latin Amer-
ica who are illiterate or who experi-
ence reading difficulties make up a
vast potential audience.

The high cost of systems using televi-
sion has led to increised emphasis on ra-
dio, whit h had been neglected for some
time. Radio is less expensive than televi-
sion, more widely available, easier to ulse,
and more flexible. Using radio in the ru-
ral areas of many developing countries
helps families that otherwise would not be
reached.

In Guatemala, educational radio, self-
teaching groups, and pictorial texts

Greater emphasis is being given to training specialists
in food production within their own countries.

_./

(

are part of an AID-funded expert=
mental program providing practical
instruction about improved fanning
methods to large numbers of illiterate
subsistence farmers. Encouraging re-
sults have led the 'Guatemalan Govern-
ment to expand the content of the
program and to extend it over a
wider area.

In rural Paraguay, radio instruction
." combined with printed workbooks will

be aimed at the slow learner, the
semi-literate dropout, and schools which
do not offer all six years of elemen-
tary grades.

In Pakistan, AID will help deveir
systems using radio and other low-
cost media to support rural develop-
ment activities in agriculture, health,
family planning, and the extension of
primary schooling, with special em-
phasis on the needs of rural areas
and women.

Nepal is receiving AID help in de-
veloping radio and other low-cost me-
dia programs to reach geographically-
isolated rural primary school teachers
with practical training.

Professional Development
Since 1941, approximately 175,000 foreign

nationals have received training under the
foreign assistance program. About 10,000 for-
eign nationals are in training (academic,
observation, on-the-job, or specialized) each
year.

Costs of the foreign assistance training pro-
gram are shared with the developing coun-
tries. Almost all international travel expenses
for participants are paid by the participant's
country, and many developing countries also
continue salary payments to the participant
during the training period.

Participants in the training program mus
agree to return to their home countries. Ma
former participants occupy positions of au-
thority and responsibility in their countrie

A large number of developing countries
still lack college level managerial and
technical manpower to accelerate develop-
ment through government or private sec-
tor service The problem is particular-
.)

Y
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ly severe in Africa, where the proportion
of educated and technical personnel to
general population is only one-third That
of A4.

A new AID program proposed for FY
1976 will focus on current critical
manpower needs in Africa. The pro-
gram will provide undergraduate train -1
ing in selected fields for students
from countries whose own educational
institutions do not have the capacity
to meet domestic needs. Graduate lev-
erprograms at African and U.S. institu-
tions will focus on agricultural re-
search and production, public health,
nutrition, rival education, administra-
tion of specialized programs, and spe-
cial manpower training courses in
the area of rural development.

AID will finance specialized training in
the United States and other nations for

'- participants from:
Rwanda: AID will provide $100,000

for training Rwandans in short-term
specialized courses in the United
States, African countries, or United,
Nations-sponsored programs abroad.

Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Swazi-
land, and Zambia: all have suffered
from a lack of preparation in the

'area of professional, technical, and
managerial training. AID will fund
training for about 100 participants
over a five-year period at African institu-
tions, wherever possible.

Philippines: training of Filipinos in
economic planning, project evaluation,
and program management will help
insure that the government can take
over and successfully implement proj-
ects started with AID assistance.

AID also supports training programs in
the countries themselves, by sending advisors
and supplies and financing the costs of edu-
cating local people. Examples:

In Nepal, the government expects to
contract with a U.S. university to con-
duct a management training course for
Nepalese trainers in Nepal.

In Niger, an AID-financed training
project will develop and conduct a se-
ries of short-term courses in develop-
ment management, using African in-
structors with practical experience to
teach the courses.

Although AID continues to finance the
overseas training of individuals from develop-
ing nations, the ultimate goal is for each
nation to be able to educate sufficient per-
sonnel in local institutions. AID support of
higher education in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America'aims toward this goal:

In Tunisia, AID is Assisting the govern-
ment in develop T an independent Tu-
nisian Graduate School of Business Ad-.
ministration. Eight staff members now
teaching at the school completed their
graduate training in the United States.
In Malawi, ,AID is financing construction
of additional facilities, staff instructors,
and university-level training to qualify local
individuals for the teaching staff of
Bunda Agricultural College.

In Afghanistan, U.S. assistance will make
it possible to introduce hew courses at
Kabul University in power engineering,
agricultural mechanics, food processing,
vocational teacher training, engineering
management, and applied research.

In Lebanon, AID has been financing
scholarships for students from Asian
countries at the American University of
Beirut for 25 years. At first most of the
students were secondary school gradu-
ates who needed college-level training.
Now, most of the 485 AID-financed stu-.
dents are middle-level government and
private sector technicians who have com-
pleted university training in their own
countries and are working on master's
degrees in agriculture, engineering and
public and business administration.

In Africa,, AID is helping the Association
of African Universities expand its pro-
gram of scholarships for Africans to about
800 students.

The Latin American Teaehitig Fellows
Program of Tufts University, with sup-
port from AID, sends expertS at the post-
doctoral level in science and technology
to universities and governments in Latin
America.

Under the United Nations Fellows program,
AID also proposes to underwrite ($1.3 mil-
lion in FY 1976) specialized and on-the-job
training for 700-800 participants from devel-
oping nations through Federal agencies, such
as the Departments of Agriculture, Labor,
Commerce, Interior, and Transportation.

.40-
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Population Programs How Goo

Are family planning programs showing any results?
Five distinguished .medical and academic leaders in

the population field testified before the House Appro-
priations Subcommittee on Foreign Operations Novem-
ber. 13 that the AID-supported population efforts are
effective.

More effort and resources are needed, the experts
agreed, to extend family planning services and supplies
to the rural areas. Research to find out why programs
are more effective in some countries than others would
also be helpful. Dr. Henry Mosley (M.D.) , Chairman
of the Department of Population Dynamics, School of
Hygiene and Public Health, The Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity, specifically endorsed the new emphasis on de-
velopment assistance programs to reach the poorest sec-
tor in rural areas.*

Excerpts from Dr. Mosley's statement follow:
Three major considerations shouldibe emphasized:

The other four who testified included-
Dr. Conrad Taeuber, Director of the Population Center of George.

town 1 niver,ii), Professor George Simmons, Department of Pupula
lion Planning, School of Public Health, University of Michigan; Dr
Elizabeth Connell (M.D ), Associate Director for Health Sciences,
Rockefeller Foundation, and Professor Joseph Stycos, Director, Inter-
national Population Program, Cornell ( nwersity Subcommittee mem
bers present were Clarence Long (13-Md.), Silvio Conte (R.Mass.),
Edward Koch (D.N.Y.), and Joseph Early (D-Mass.).

1. Present population grow th rates in the developing
countries must be reduced rapidly or else other develop-
ment efforts in such fields as agriculture, nutrition,
health, education and the like will simply not be able
to achieve their objectives.

2. Programs to reduce fertility will have to reach
more vigorously and effectively into the rural areas
where 80 percent of the population of developing coun-
tries live.

3. Programs to reduce fertility will have to lipik family
planning services, reliable contraceptive supply lines,
educational programs, rural development, improved
status for women, employment opportunities, arid a
whole range of community activities in order to have
a continuing strong impact on developing country pop-

The magnitude of the effort required to deliver serv-
ices to reproducing women becomes clear when it is
recognized that the 438 million women in the repro-
ductive ages in 1975 will have essentially left the age
group by year 2000 to be largely replaced by a new
group of women now double in size. Therefore, in fact,
in the next 25 years services must actually be delivered
to well over one billion women in these specific de-
veloping countries.

The major weakness of governmental family plan-
(Continued on p. 14)

Pakistan. is engaged in an intensive campaign to make family
planning services more accessible to its burgeoning population.

4
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A main effort is being made Jo inform women in the rural areas.
°Advice and contraceptives are available.



The world food crisis poses a question of balance.
Can world food production increase at a rate that will
at the very least equal the rate of population growth?

A look, at the past 20 years ,undicates that such a
balance has indeed been possible. Total food sup-
plies increased at a faster rate than total 'population.
Despite this overall balance, however, famine and
chronic malnutrition have characterized the lives of
millions in the less developed countries who could
.not produce enough food for themselves or could not
afford to bid for it in a market shared with much
wealthier world neighbors.

While inadequate food distribution systems and in-
come inequality continue as major international and
development problems, the future challenges mankind
even more fundamentally. For much of the increase in
food production over the past two decades has oc-

Dr. Baird is Associate Director for Research in AID's
Office of Agriculture. His article presents an overview of
international research activities, which will be the subject
of a War on Hunger series during 1976.

The

curred within a handful of developed countries which
presently produce food surpluses sufficient to cover
most of the deficits of other nations. But these food
exporting countries are fast approaching the limits
of their capacity to increase production without sub-
stantially increased costs. The margin for economical-
ly giowth has narrowed because of a scarcity
of land, water, and the other necessary resources.

Yet, to avoid widespread disaster, food production
must keep pace with population growth, and within
35 years the world population will double.

Future increases in food production to meet the
needs of the less developed countries clearly will have
to be achieved largely within those countries. They
lime great potential. for expanding the output of their
agricultural sector and they have the most pressing
need to do so. Fortunately, many still possess large
amounts of unused or underutilized land and water
for agriculture and thus there is the opportunity that
food shortages can be met. But to make the ad-
vances in agriculture which they must, the farmers
of the developing countries will need assistance.

By Guy 'Baird,

I

Food production -must keep pace with population growth. De- n and they have great potential for it. Research will be a key
veloping countries have the most need to increase production it factor in helping small farmers obtain maximum production.



The typical farmer in the less developed, food-de-
ficient countries operates under quite different cir-
cumstances from those of his American counterpart.
He lacks the capital to buy adequate amounts of im-
portant inputs such as fertilizers and plant protection
chemicals even if they are available on the market.
A new technology for him must take these and other
constraints into account. He needs new high-yielding
varieties that are efficient in making use of low levels
of soil nutrients and that have built into the plant
high levels of tolerance to important insect pests and
diseases. Because he has a basically simple diet with
a high level of cereal consumption, the high-yielding
varieties of corn, sorghum, or w heat that have higher
levels and improved quality of protein can have a
great impact on his nutrition.
Research Tailored to Needs

The frequently mentioned Green Revglution is an
example of the impact on developing country agri-
culture of research done in those countries and spe-
cifically for their needs. While the Green Revolution
has not yet met the expectations of many, its actual
contributions are substantial. For the agricultural year
1972/73, it is estimated that the "miracle" wheats and
rites contributed about 16.4 million tons extra of food-
grain with a Value of more than a billion dollars.
That is enough food to feed sortie 110 million per-
sons in the rice and wheat consuming areas of the
developing world for a year.

While this is perhaps the most spectaCular result of
international agricultural research, it is only the tip
of an iceberg. There is a rapidly growing global mo-
bilization of effort to meet the agricultural research
needs of the hungry nations. This international ef-
fort is supported by a growing body of data which
shows that the return is high on investments in good
agricultural research. It is an effective tool which
enables the more technologically-advanced countries
to join with the lesser developed countries to increase
their food production.

Given the resources and expertise of the more tech-
nologically-advanced countries on the one hand, and
the urgent need for increased production of food in
the developing countries on the other, a serious effort
is being made to develop international research net-
works in agriculture. Basically, these networks consist
of three groups of institutions: research institutions
in the developing countries, corresponding institutions
in the more highly developed countries; and the
relatively new international centers.

The international sorghum research network, for
example, deal; with one of the important foodgrains
of the hungry nations which is particularly significant
in areas where rainfall is too uncertain for crops such
as corn and rice. Many developing countries partici-
pate in this international network and the regions they
represent include the large semi-arid areas of South
Asia and the Sahel of Africa. Brazil also is involved I

7

Improving the protein quality and quantity of sorghum and oth
grains is important to efforts aimed at upgrading nutrition.

through its large semi-arid Northeast region. TI
more highly developed country institutions at t

stage are largely those of the United States. In part
ular, four land grant institutions have specific AI
supported researt* projects in international resear
on sorghum. These are Purdue Univerilty (imprtfvi
nutritive quality of the grain) , the University of N
braska (drought tolerance and other physiologic pro
lems) , Texas A&M University (insect pest and d
ease control) , and the University of Puerto Ri
(tropical breeding) . The third element in the n
work, international centers, is represented by the
ternational Crops Research Institute for the Sen
Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) , which is located in HI
derabad, India. Sorghum is one of the crops chosen f
a major international research thrust at ICRISA"
These three sets of institutions constitute the fram
work for a truly international effort on research c
rected toward increased production of this basic foo
grain in many developing countries.

Substantial U.S. Role
The role of the United States in supporting intern

clonal agricultural research is substantial. This is
it should be. We have led the world in applyit
science to the problems of agriculture, and in doit
so have developed an unmatched set of federal ar
state agricultural research and development instit
tions. We are in a dominant position to help ti
hungry nations produce the food they need.

During Fiscal Year 1976 AID is proposing an'expen
ittne of approximately $50 million in support of int(
national food and nutrition research. In terms of su

s, port to U.S. institutions to work on the research nee
uof developing countries, the present level is around

(Continued on p.



Increasing food production through high yielding varieties of
grains is a goal of international agricultural research . .

Dr. Dalrymple Is an agricultural economist with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture on detail to AID. This article is
adapted from the opening chapters of his bulletin on Meas-
uring the Green Revolution: The Impact of Research on
Wheat and Rice Production (USDA, FAER klo. 106, July
1975). The report reviews the main considerations in eval-
uating the effects of the international research program on
crop production in developing nations and then demon-
strates the use of several statistical techniques The latter
are not included in this article. The bulletin is available
from the AIDIUSDA Technical Information Center, For-
eign Development Division,..Economic Research Service,
USDA, Washington, D.C. 20250.

1 .1.
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from Potent'
By Dana 1

Research on food crops in or for the less developed
countries is relatively new. For decades, much of the
agricultural research in these countries focused on '
plantation or export crops. Food crops for domestic
consumption were, with a few exceptions, largely ig-
nored. The situation began to change in the years
following World War II, but even then, national.re-
search on food crops was usually given low priority
and limited funding.

There were some exceptions. Perhaps the best
known excepti©n is the cooperative program on food
crops begun by the Rockefeller Foundation and the
Mexican Government in 1943. This work led to new
research programs in other Latin American countries
in the 1950s. Some other international cooperative re-
search activities were carried out in the same decade
and a few developed nations supported scattered in-
stitutional development and research programs in the
less developed countries. But most of the research on
food crops continued to be done in the developed
nations.

A significant change took place in the early 1960s
with the establishment of two international crop re-
search institutes: The International Rice Research In-
stitute (IRRI) in the Philippines and the Interna-
tional Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIM-
MYT) in Mexico. These two institutes were located
in developing countries and oriented to their food
problems. Their early successes led to the establish-
ment of a number of other international research ac-
tivities. They also led to a rebirth of interest in
improving and expanding national research programs.

As of the mid-1970s research on food crops in and
for the developing clountries is finally coming of age.
A Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR) composed of nations, interna-
tional organizations, and foundationshas been estab-
lished. The annual investment on international re-
search through this group reached about $47 million
in 1975. The U.S. Agency for International Develop-
ment contributes up to 25 percent of the costs of
CGIAR-sponsored activities and is actively stepping
up financial support for national research programs
within less developed countries.

While the funds involved are substantially greater
than those of New years ago, they are miniscule in
terms of the job to be done. They are also relatively
small in terms of global expenditures for agricultural
research in the developed nations or for other items
of public expenditure. But they do represent a signifi-
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cant addition to the total expenditure on agricultural
research for developing nations.

The quantitative effect of the international re-
search institutes' efforts on actual production. in the
developing countries has not yet been closely examined.
There are good reasons for this lag: the centers
are new, such an analysis is very difficult, and few re-
sources have been devoted to the task. Nevertheless,
the field is not entirely unexplored. Some studies have-
been carried out in the past on the effect of na-
tional agricultural research programs, in both devel-
oped and less de%elirped countries. Generally, the re-
sults have shown high rates of return to investment
in research.

But it is a long Iva) from the test plots of an inter-
national agricultural research institute to the farmer's
field. Relating the activities of the institute to actual
changes in crop production requires an understanding
of (1) the potential effects of research and (2) the
reasons for the gap between potential and reality. To
judge the results of international research in terms of
the farmers' yields is to judge many other aspects of
the rural economy as well. It is a severe test.

The major product of the international institutes is
new technology. New technology, in turn, brings about
changes in the production process for the commodity
involved. In terms of direct quantitative effects: (1)
output is expanded at .the same overall cost, or (2)
the same output is produced at lower cost, or (3)
some combination of these two results. Direct effects
may also be accompanied by indirect effects.

The high-yielding varieties (fINTs) of wheat and
rice are best known for their effect un the quantity of
output. In addition, they may also influence the quali-
ty of the product.

Quarililahve dint. IIrk's usually bring about in-
creased output per In_lir_zf land. While yields are in-
creased, -so are total costs per unit of land, because a
package of associated inputs is needed. However, if
Hrk's are properly sited anti used, returns per unit of
product are usually increased. This increased profita-
bility is, of course, largely responsible for their wide
spread adoption.

In the late 1960s, multiples of two or three times
the traditional yield were claimed for the
These were largely measures of potential taken from
experiment station trials or supervised demonstration
plots. In itself, this increased potential could be on
sidered one possible measure of the fruits of inter
national research. Actual farm yields, however, have
been lower.

. . but substantial progress in developing countries will require
national programs that help farmers utilize research results.

The yield effect has taken two different patterns in
the breeding programs, for wheat and rice. Semi-dwarf
wheat varieties were not the first stage in the Mexican
wheat breeding program, they came as a second stage
and began.t6 be released in the early 1960s. By con-
trast, tpe semi dwarf characteristics were part of the
IRRI rite breeding program from the outset. As a
result, the yield potential of the newer Mexican wheat
varieties, which incorporate the dwarfing c,haracteris-
tic, is gitater than for the earlier improved varieties.
By contrast, the maximum yield potential of the !MU
varieties has not increased greatly since the introduc-
tion of IR-8, an early high-yielding rice variety.



These different patterns were in, part related- to
disease problems. Rust to mold-like fungus) was the
major problem for wheat. Dev elopment of fesistant
varieties was considered. the only answer. and Dr:
Norman Borlaug took up this work in 1945. By 1449,
four new varieties were developed whit h were soon
widely planted. A continuous battle is needed, how-
ever, as new strains of rust persistently appeat. In
1974, CIMMYT reported that while the wheat varie-
ties which moved out of Nfexicil in the 1960s showed
good resistance, "resistance to some of the rusts is now
breaking down. Nev varieties with different genetic
resistance are urgently needed. It appears that 10 years
may be the longest period that- a kariety can with-
stand the constantly changing attack of the three rusts."

Disease was not such an important factor-in the
early 1RRI activ ities,, but it soon became a serious
concern. Other factors receiving major attention
.clii&insect resistance and .tolerance to stress factors
such as drought, cold, deep water, and soil problems.
Emphasis on Yield Stability

In addition to looking for increased yield potential,
the institutes are placing considerable emphasis on
achieving -yield stability. Resistance to insects and
disease, as well as tolerance to stress factors, play a
major role in reducing year-to-year fluctuations in
production. -

Some of these research efforts will produce higher
- average farm yields, and other research will be need-

ed just to maintain higher yields in the face of eer-
changing insect and disease; attacks. .

Qualitative effect. The new varieties differ qualita-
tively from traditional, varieties in two main ways:
consumer acceptance and nutrient composition. Some
of the early institute wheat and rice varieties achieved
only limited acceptance in certain areas because of
color, appearance, or taste differences. The result was
a louver price. Most of these problems have been solved;
or at least, taken into account, 'in subsequent breed-
ing programs, although traditional, varieties still' may
be preferred in some places.

The question of relative nutrient quality is more
difficult to assess. It depends on an involved inter-
play of genetic makeup, the quality and timing of
nitrogen applications, and environmental factors. On,
balance there may not be much of a difference be.-
tween the HYVs and the traditional varieties. Still,
an attempt is- being made to breed in higher protein
levels and improved' pi;otein quality. This is par-
ticularly the case, with rice. The challenge is to find
varieties whicli have both higher yields and higher;

. nutrient levels.
The indirect effects of the HYVs, like the direct

effects, may have important quantitative mad qualita-
tive dimensions. Both are often overlooked.

One of the major biological features of the HYV,
especially rice, is a biological characteristic knoivn as
hotoperiod insensitivity, which often shortens the
time needed to reach maturity and provides greater

flex ibility in planting datei, Thisiielps make it poisible
tti grow an extra crop a year in om ons. Several
riceating nations in southeast Asia aye` recently
requested CIMNII'T's help in introducing a wheat
crop, during the winter season. And Pakistah is
studying the possibility of growing two crops of wheat
a year. For these reasons, multiple cropping usually
increases in,Green Resolution areas, and in some cases
where the HYN's were not superior to local varieties,
they were adopted nevertheless because of their shorter
growing period. Perhaps, in the long run, this indirect
effect on output will be as important as or more im-
portant than the4irect influence on yield.

A second indirect effect is that higher yields may
free resources fur other uses. This was recently re-
ported to be the case, in Uttar Pradesh in India:
The willing of the new technology- has freed the

small farmer from. the less profitable cropping pat-
terns on which he could always depend to provide
minimum quantities of such staples as wheat and ani-
mal fodder for home consumption. If he grows high-
yielding varieties, the small farmer can supply his
home consumption needs and still have land remaining
to grow high-yielding cereals for market .pr other
high-profit crops like sugarcane." *

To take these and ,other 'effects into account, we
should increasingly tan our attention from yields per
crop to yields per unit of land per year. This will be
particularly true as more work is devoted to develop-
ing improved farming systems.

The dap
The high-yield Technology. developed at the research

leyel represents only potential for yield impr ents.
-Vie technology must be transformed into in
actual farmers' fields in the less developed countries.
Many factors outside the control ,of the -experinien't
station intervene. BiofergicS1 and economic constraints,
as well as some f1iditional farming methods,1 Mean
keep HYVs from being used optimally.

The, new varieties are generally high, yielding ,only
if accompanied by a package of inputs. The most im-
portant factors are fertilizer and improved management,
but water use and control of insects and diseases may
also be vital. Of these, the international agricultural
center provides only the seed and, in sOrne "cases, a
set of recommendations. The other inputs have to be
,provided by the farmer at the local level. Many forces
well beyond the farmers' control can affect the avail-
ability of some of these inputs, as has recently been
vividly shown in the case of fertilizer.

Quite often, the variety provided by the institute
is only raw material which needs to be more fully

'refined for local use by national research programs.
In fact, the IRRI and d CIMMYT varieties are not
wholly new varieties; inmost cases, they build on gen-

-,

- Ian R. Wills, Prosecnons of Effects of Modern Inputs on Agricultural
Income and Employment in a Community Development Block. Uttar Pradesh,
India, American Journal of Agricultural Economici, August 1972, pp 437-436
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Good crop yields in developing countries are often the result of
research which, involves attention to such factors as disease

erations of breeding efforts which halve gone on before
at the national and regional levels. For these reasons,
the new wheats and rites sh9uld be dewed as joint
prodtu is of national and international -research efforts.

The INV yield potential. determined on experi-
ment stations, is often considerably higher than that
obtained in practice In the Philippines, for instance,
the potential rice yield is in the neighborhood of eight
metric tons per hectare, (nit 'ha), whereas actual over-
all yields (traditional and FIYV) are slightly less than
two tons.

What accounts for such differences? First, the HYVs
arc tuft planted on all, of the cropland In Asia in
1972/73, the HYVs accounted for about 35 percent
of the total wheat area and 20 percent of the total
rice area. In a few nations the proportions were rela-
tkely high: for wheat the I-IYV proportion was 55.9
per( ent in Pakistan. end 11.5 percent in India; for
rice the 1-111V proportion was 56.3 percent in the
Philippines and 4.3.4 percent in Pakistan.

Second, (-yen with local breeding. efforts, there are
biologu al bunts on the proportion- of crop area suit-
able for the fIVVs. For instant c. much of the wheat
area in Turkey is suited only for winter wheats, 1 -i

and insect resistance but improved farming practices, such as
careful weeding, can be equally important.

.,-

wlicleas the Mexi-can HYVs are spring wheats. Within
an at ea planted to 1-1171's, numerous other biological
problems restrain output. A breakdown 'of the con-
sttaints reported in one small sample rice survey in
the Philippines in 1972/73 suggests the variety of poi.
sible limitations that face the farmer.

Limitilig factor as a
percentage of total

Insects and diseases
Water
Nitrogen
Weeds
Seedling

Season

Wet Dry

35
26
21

9
9

70q

6
18
6

100 100

Ins IS and diseases were not only the major limit-
ing factor in the dry season but were twice as im-
portant in the wet season. Some other factors re-
straining adoption may he classified as (1) institu-
tional/e«mornic (farm size, lack of credit, uncertain
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Fertilizer is an important factor m increasing crop yields, but
rising costs for this input are discouraging its use.

tenure) and (2) risk/uncertainty (economic and
agronomic).

But even allowing for these factors, HYV yields
are often not as high as might be expected. Part of
this is because many farmers do not follow the recom-
mended practices -or levels of input use. The same
Philippine survey suggests the difference in rice yields
due to farmers' practices:

Yields

,Practices Dry Season s Wet Season

;metric tons pi, Indare

Recommended 7.3 5.0

Actual 3.9 3.3

Hence the gap between potential and reality may
be partly reduced by greater Use of improved prat
tices. And some of the biological factors can be at least
partly corrected in time through research programs
by developing, for example, greater insect and disease
resistance. But there are technical and economic limits
as to how far this process will go. there will always
be some gap between potential and reality. The chal
lenge is to make the gap smaller. 1 r1

r
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million, hopefully it can be increased to some $26
million by 1980. Substantial increases are also needed
for developing country research institutions,' and for
the international centers.

But this research is only a means toward the end
of increased availability of food to those that need it.
The resulting technology will mean little unless the
farmer_ makes use of it. Herein lies a basic challenge
arfd problem for development.

The challenge may be seen in the growing body
of relevant technology. For example, in an AID sup-
ported research project, the University of Nebpska
ha; developed a new high-yielding variety of high pro-
tein w heat. If produced pn all of Nebraska's w heat acres,
it could contribute as much as 900 railroad boxcars
of additional protein in a single year. The implica-
tions for human nutrition if this variety were widely
grown in the 'developing countries are obvious. Cor-
respondingly exciting research results are emerging
in the new high-lysine varieties of corn and sorghum.
The question is: How can we help to get the results
in the hands of the farmers?

The problem of reaching the farmer is largely one
of the concerned country. But the United States can
do much to help. Beyond assuring that research is
sharply focused on the farmers' needs, we also have
the means of getting down to the farmer on a lim-
ited but significant scale. A number of U.S. uni-
versities working in developing countries are engaged
in production programs and research. The research
projects supported by AID, in U.S. universities and
in international research centers, are looking critically
at the technology needs of the poor farmer.

U.S. agricultural assistance programs in developing
countries --emphasize approaches that will couple the
potential of a relevant modern technology to the prob-
lems and opportunities of agriculture in the develop-
ing world. Attention is directed- to research that rec-
ognizes and more effectively utilizes underemployed
manpower for a` more productive agriculture. Sup-
port also is channelledrinto projects that will increase
the availability' of critical agricultural inputs, such
as a dependable supply of high-quality seeds and ap-
propriate fertilizers. In addition, rural development
programs assisted by AID seek better- economic in-
centives for the small farmer and encourage institu-
tional improvements that will benefit him, ,as in the
case of improved distribution and marketing systems.

At the World Food Conference in 1974, Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger declared that the United
States would continue mid increase its aid to the de-
veloping countries in their struggle to expand food
production. That assistance, extended primarily
through AID, will be especially effective if the ben-
efits of modern agricultural research can be utilized
by the millions of small farmers in the less developed
countries who now must share a Luger part of the
burden for balancing the world's supply of food with
the demands of rt growing population.



NEW HOPE IN THE BATTLE.

AGAINST MALNUTRITION

A recently completed medical study of a group of
Korean orphans adopted in the United States during
the 1960s has shown that severely malnourished chil-

dren can reach or exceed accepted normal values for
height, weight, Ntellisence, and achievement when

reared in an adoNie environment in U.S. homes.
The conditions of the orphans ranged from severely
malnourished to well nourished at the time of their
admission to the adoption program. All were under
three years of age when they were adopted by Ameri-

can 4amilies.
The study, partially financed through a $32,000

research grant from the Agency for International De-
velopment in July 1972, focused on a .group of 141

Korean orphans for whom complete records were
available from the time of their admission to the
adoption program. Data for the children's medical,

academic, and family histories within the United
States covering a minimum of six years. was studied
by a medical research group which included Dr. My-
ron.Winick, Professor of Nutrition and Director of the
Institute of Human Nutrition at the Columbia Uni-
versity College of Physicians and Surgeons in New
York, Dr. Ruth C. Harris, also of Columbia University,

and, Dr. Knarig K. ',-Meyer of the Department of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation of the City

University of New York.
Announcing the study's findings at an internation-

al conference held February 27, 1975, in New York
City by the Association for Children with Learning
Disabilities, Dr. Winick pointed out that previous re-
search has indicated that malnutrition during the first
year, of life, pupled with continued poor socio-eco-
nomic conditions, results in retarded brain growth
and mental development Which persists into adult life.
However, the study of the Korean orphans had ex-
amined the outcome of children who were adopted
during early life by U.S. parents and had thereby
undergone a total change in their environment. "The
results are in striking contrast to those obtained from
similar groups of children returned to the environ-
ments from which they came,- Dr. Winick said. "Even
the severely malnourished Korean child has sur-

passed in height and weight what non-malnourished
Korean children achieve."

On the basis of the initial medical data on the or-
phans at the time of their admission to the adoption
program, the researchers considered the children un-
der three categoriesseverely malnoUrished, moder-
ately malnourished, and well nourished. Current case
histories for the children, compiled over a period of
at least six years with the adoptive parents' permis--
sion, shows that the children in all three groups have
attained I.Q. scores that equal or exceed scores which

are normal by U.S. standards. In addition, achieve-
ment in school for the severely malnourished group

NUTRITION AND ACHIEVEMENT
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six years, only slight differences in achievement
noted between the three groups of children in the study.

scores



was shown to be "exactly as would be expected for a
normal middle class IT S population," Dr. Winick
noted. However, the well nourished children reached
IQ and achievement levels which exceeded those of
the malnourished children and "normal" U.S. chil-
dren.

Physical Growth Studied
Comparisons' also were made of current height and

weight data for the children in each group and to
expected values for both Korean and American norms.
All three groups surpassed the expected mean for
Korean children for both height and weight. .Al-
though the children are heas ier and taller than would
be expected if they had remained in Korea, none
of the groups attained mean values for normal Amer-
ican children of the same age. A significant finding
of the study, he pointed out was that the marked
initial difference between the malnourished and well
nourished infants have almost -entirely disappeared,
leaving only a small difference in the final height
achieved."

Dr.-Irwin Hornstein, Deputy Director of AID's Of-
fice of Nutrition, explained that AID's Interest in
the study- was to gain new Information on the re-
habilitative possibilities for severely malnourished
children. "The relationship between Mental and phys-
ical development as these are affected by malnourish-
ment is still not fully understood," he noted, "and a
great deal of work has been clone to try to 'tease out
the nutritional factor from the stimulative factor. We
has e seen from prey ions studies that c hildien mal-
nourished during the first two years of life generally

_show signs of persistent retardation in mental and
physical development. This has been the case even
when they have been sue cessfully rehabilitated in a
nutritional sense but then .returned to their original
home ensironment, which is usually characterized by
poor socio-economic conditions.

Need to Know More
"What this study of the orphans adopted in the

United States sought to deterinine was what happens
when you put the malnourished c held into a good
environment over an extended period of time,' Dr.
Hornstein emphasized. "But the findings of this
study,' he added, "while very encouraging, must
still be considered quite limited in their applicabil-
ity. All of the children came under the care of the
adoption agency before they were two years old and
all were adopted into American families under the
age of three We still do not know what the persistent
effects of malnutrition are for children who are mal-
nourished for a 'longer time, say up to Kige four' or
five, and then introduced to a positive nutritional
and stimulative environment. AID is presently plan-
ning to finance further studies that hopefully will
give us more information on this very important
question."

1's
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ning programs today in those nations of Asia, like India,
Pakistan, and Ilangjedesh where the problem is greatest,
is:and remains, the inability to reach rural areas with
adequate services or supplies. Despite a proliferation of
posters and public ity in capital cities, the average rural
peasant woman in South Asia still has no one to go to
within her village on a regular, trusted basis for good,
safe, up-to-date advice on pregnancy, family planning,
infant care, and nutrition, and the necessary supplies
to put the advic e into practice.

The developing countries are, indeed, beginning to
recognize the problem of inadequate delivery systems
and are initiating measures to overcome the difficulties.

In Pakistan, a survey in 1969, four years after the
national program was established, resealed that ply
l 5 percent of the population could name an individual
or location where family planning services were avail-
able Pakistan has recently initiated an inundation pro-
gram whereby,pills and condoms are being made widely
available commercially in small shops throughout the
country.

The contraceptive program in Thailand, which was
initiated in 1969, was moving along relatively slowly
as long as pill distribution was restricted to physicians
who operated 300 government clinics. In mid-1970 the
government permitted auxiliary midwives to dispense
oral contraceptives. This effectively increased the num-
ber of distribution points tenfold with a corresponding
increase in the number of contraceptive acceptors with-
in a twyear period.

Indonesia, which has permitted nonprescription
-distribution of oral contraceptives since their program
began in 1970, has had a rapidly expanding program,
recruiting 1 5 million new acceptors in 1974. It is esti-
mated that currently over 2 million couples, or about
15 percent of the eligible population. are using contra-
ceptivesa dramatic accomplishment in less than five
years.

Even in countries like Taiwan which is considered
to have a highly successful program, Johns Hopkins has
undertaken a project involving the house-to-house dis-
tribution of oral contraceptives and pills in the rural
areas We found among 20,000 vv omen in 12 townships
about 8,000 were not using contraceptives. Of this group
More than 4,000 accepted the pills or condoms provided
by the distribution program.

AID programs, over the last decade, have performed
excellently in providing adequate supplies, information,
and expert technical help to government and the capital
cities in many less developed countries. Urban, pro-
grams, demonstration projects, and planning for rural
coverage is well underway, with varying degrees of gov-
ernment support, in over 60 countries now, but the task
of seeing that contraceptives, trained personnel, and
wntinuing education and services actually reach the
vast rural popujEtions of these countries will require a
further thrust 'aid probably some additional resources
from the top levels of government in each country.



IN PRINT Can Agriculture Set the Pace?
A Review by James M. Blume -

Reaping the Green RetuloionFuud
and Jobs for All by Whir Sen Orbis
Books, Marvknoll, New York, 1975
397 pp., $10.95.

This volume complements Sud-
hir Sen's last book, entitled A Rich-
er HarvestNew. Horizons for De-
veloping Countriiir which was re-
viewed .in the September issue of
this magazine. Together, the two
volumes constitute the second part
of a planned trilogy on interna-
tional development, which would
deal, respectively, with the roles of
the three parties involved in de-
velopment: the donors, the receiv-
ers, and the administrators of aid.
These two volumes, concerned with
the role of aid receivers, focus al-
most exclusively on India, the au-

,thor's home country.
Dr. Sen's thesis is that the Green

Revolution provides a means to get
agriculture moving and that a mod-
ernizing agriculture, in turn, can
provide the resources and the pat-
tern for development of the over-
all economy.

A substantial portion of the hook
is devoted to the need for slowing
down population growth but Dr.
Sen sees little hope for progress in
this direction until there is some
improvement in the economic and
social condition of the people. He
believes unemployment is India's
biggest problem. Writing of the edu-
catedunemployed, he says:

"A farm sector operated with in-
creasing intensity, a fast-expanding
non-farm sector starting with farm-
related facilities and services, but
soon radiating in other- directions,
especially toward consumer goods
and carious service industries, and
a vigorous comprehensive, public

Dr. Blume retired from AID in 1973
after more than 20 years service in
U.S. foreign assistance programs, in-
cluding an agricultural research assign.
ment in India during the early 1950s.

works programme, again with its
primary emphasis on rural areas,
will directly create tens of millions
of jobs for the educated and indt-
rectly a great many more."

Dr. Sen argues for a large pro-
gram of rural roads to link the vil-
lages to the market towns and for
improv ing the market towns them-
seles by provision of additional
and improved warehousing. rice
mills, cold storage plants, and the
like. He would have private indus-
try handle much of this but also
sees an important role for govern-
ment. HeT says that the most import-
ant public sector industry in India
today could be the building of in-
frastructure (e.g., power, roads:wa-
ter supply, sewerage) for market
town development. He sees little
need for elaborate studies on loca-
tion of market towns but would
start with the distribution pattern
which has already developed, not-
ing that there ?re in exigence
market towns and. country bazaars,
and some villages which are much

The Indian farmerkey to his
economic development? ,
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larger -than others. It is likely that
economic causes hate contlibuted
to this differentiation. Hty thinks
the costs of such a publk. works
program would not be great and
that, for the most part, it'. could
be financed without outside help.
He writes:

"What is really needed is a spa')
tial.pooling of authorized programs
and facilities now scattered heltet-
slelterover the vast expanse of rural
India."

Dr. Sen argues strongly for a-
stringent program of land reform. -.
He insists on ownership by the cul-
tivator, believing security of tenan- '
cy laws too difficult to enforce. He-
advocates a ceiling of 10 acres on
all holding&...(with rare exceptions)1,
without distinctions based on water P'
supply or soil fertility. A fixed ceil-
ing unrelated to productive capa-
city would seem to be poor econom-
ics. Before accepting the wisdom of
a uniform ceiling, this observer
would like spine evidence that In-
dian governmental agencies would
enforce such a provision more equit-
ably than the land laws now in ex-
istence.

The author's conclusions warrant
consideration even though his book
contains some factual errors and
statements of doubtful precision.
For example, toning milk, as it is
practiced in India, reduces ,the fat
rather than the protein content.
Doubling the consumption of fish
and halving the consumption of rice
in West Bengal would worsen the
diet in terms of both calories and
protein, rather than improve it. In-
dia is not the only country which
produces shade-grown coffee. And,
there is some doubt that it is entire-
ly accurate to say that small farms
in India are inherently more pro-
ductive than large ones when the
definition of large farms appears
to include everything over 30 acres
and perhaps even those over 10.



IN BRIEF
Penny Foundation Founder Dies

Sam Greene, who assisted thou-
sands of victims of poverty in Guate-
mala and throughout Central and
South America, died on October 7
at the Mount Sinai Hospital in New
York. He was 83.

Mr. Greene was the founder of the
Penny Foundation in Guatemala
(see War on Hunger, January 1973)

which made it possible for the poor
to repay loans at the cost of a few
pennies a day. He showed the rural
population in the Central America
country how they could obtain credit
by pooling small individual earnings
to gain credit for obtaining potable
water, electricity, or tractors. The
Agency for International Develop-
ment and the Pan American Devel-
opment Foundation provided loan
and grant assistance to the Penny
Foundation.

Expressions of sympathy may be
in the form of contributions to the
Penny Foundation, c/o Pan Amer-
ican Development Foundation, 1725
K Street, N.W., Suite 1409, Wash-
ington, D. C. 20006.

Loans for Rural Development

AID is funding two rural devel-
opment projects in Liberia that will
assist small farmers by 'establishing
a farmer credit and cooperative sys-
tem and by improving or construct-
ing approximately 400 miles of ru-
ral roads.

Grants to Aid Women
The Agency for International De-

velopment has awarded grants to
two .major women's organizations
the National Council of Negro
Women (NCNW) and the Over-
seas Education Fund of the League
of Women Voters (OEF).

The NCNW will receive a $825,-
000 Development Program Grant
over a three-year period to improve
the planning, implementation, and
evaluation capability of that orga-
nization to develop a coordinated
international program.

A similar grant to the OEF of
$850,000 for three years will enable
OEF to acquire needed expertise to
plan, develop, and evaluate an ex-
panded cross-cultural program di-
rected to needy women in the less
developed countries.

Report on Voluntary Agencies
The annual report on "Volun-

tary Foreign Aid Programs" issued
by AID is now available to the pub-
lk. The report covers 94 American
voluntary agencies engaged in over-
seas relief and development, which
are registered with AID's Advisory,
Committee on Voluntary Foreign
Aid.

The annual report, which lists
the addresses of the registered agen-
cies and provides a brief de-
scription of their activities, may be
obtained free of charge by writing
to: Office of Private and Voluntary
Cooperation, PHA, Agency for In-
ternational Development, Wash-
ington, D.C. 20523.

w# must 'mk40'n hold ebitclwthal 4rwile
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AID Poster Available
A limited number of copies

of this poster arc available from
AID. Persons or organizations
wishing to obtain one should
write the Publications Division,
Office of Public Affairs, Agency
for International Development,
Washington, D. C. 20523.
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QUOTES
"The poor nations are not criti

citing the rich nations because' they
are rich and because three-quarters
of the world's income, investment,
and services, and most of the world's
research, are in the hands of one-
quarter of its population. Nor are
the poor nationals asking for a mas-
sive redistribution of existing in-
come and wealth.

"What they are really arguing for
is a greater equality of opportunity
in the future, which is impossible
to achieve within the present eco-
nomic imbalances and the existing
world structures which favor the
rich nations."

Mahbub ul Haq
World Bank

The Christian Science Monitor
August 29,1975

"In the long run, the solution to
the world food problem will not
come from American charity' or
guilt, or even from America's in-
credible agricultural productivity.
It will come when 'nations develop
the capacity to meet a substantial
part of their own food needs, and
this means rural development.

Andrew Greeley
Chicago Tribune

August 5, 1975

"To be sure, we need to bargain
hard and indicate the unreal nature
of some demands made by develop-
ing countries; including many in
the Declaration of Rights and Du-
ties adopted over U.S. opposition
by the UN General Assembly las(
year. But in our own long-range
interests in a workable global econ-
omy, we must also take a positive
approach, one that accepts and un-
derstands new economic realities
and provides a constructive view of
the future."

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
(D-Massachusetts)

The Washington Post
4400- September 2.,1975
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a 1975 INDEX
Major ankles that have appeared in
War on Hunger during the past year
are listed below. Some may be listed
under more than one heading.

FOOD AND NUTRITION

A Question of Independence, Helen
Nash, March

Food: A Development Strategy for Ag-
riculture and Nutrition, April

from Potential . . . to Reality, Dana
G. Dalrymple, December

Hunger Stalks Bengalee Children,
Jerry E. Rosenthal, July

Indus BasinLifeline for Pakistan,
Jerry E. Rosenthal, October

Just a Gentlemen's Agreement, Jerry
E. Rosenthal, April

New Hope in the Battle Against Mal-
nutrition, December

New Promise for the High Plains, J R
Allred, September

Pakistan Struggles to Feed Itself, Jerry
E. Rosenthal, October

The Challenge' of Hunger, August
The Information Gap, Arthur B. Mack-

ie, June
The Latin American l'Connection, Ex-

cerpt from speech by Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, May

The Quest to Feed the Hungry Mil-
lions (Bangladesh), Jerry E. Rosen-
thal, July

Today's Small Farmer, Helen Nash,
February

World Food Conference: Spurring
Greater Production, Ambassador Ed-
Win M. Martin, January

EDUCATION
/

A Question of Attitude, Helen' Nash,
May

Priority: Education, December
Technologies that Teach, Betty Snead,

March

GENERAL

A Legend in His Own Time (Ben Fer-
guson), Alexanderina Shuler, June

BangladeshA Beginning . . . or an
End? Jerry E. Rosenthal, July

Pakistan Poor But Promising, Jerry
E. Rosenthal, October

The Sahel: An Approach to the Fu-
ture, David Shear and Roy Stacy,
May

The State of Man, Philip Handler,
February

The Way to Go (Bangladesh); Jerry E.
Rosenthal, July

What Is Morally Right? James W.
Howe and John W. Sewell, June

William H. Draper, Jr., February
Women in Development: Neglected

Resource, November
You Can Do It (Juanita Noftlet), Betty

Snead, August

DISASTER AND
HUMANITARIAN RELIEF

Coming Home (Vietnam refugees),
Alexanderina Shuler, May

Ethiopia's Great Struggle to Recover
from Drought, November

Haiti: Fond Fights Drought Menace,
September

In the Eye of the Storm, Marion Wil-
helm, March

People-to-People Across the Desert,
John M. Metelsky, January and Feb-
ruary

To Ease Human Suffering, May

U.S. GOVERNMENT POLICY

Challenge and Opportunity, AID Ad-
ministrator Daniel Parker, April

On Capitol Hill, May
The Need for Aid, President Gerald R.

Ford, April
U.S. Proposes Strategy to Close Devel-

opment Gap, Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger, November

1975 AID Programs Total $2.5 Billion,
November

VOLUNTARY AND PRIVATE
AGENCIES

Cholera Of Lives, Time and the River
(Bangladesh), Jerry E. Rosenthal,
July 4 t

Man) Agencies Helping Bengalees,
September

Novel Schools, Better Shelters, Jerry E.
Rosenthal, July

Pakistan Struggles to Feed Itself, Jerry
E. Rosenthal, October

HEALTH AND SANITATION

CholeraOf Lives, Time and the
River (Bangladesh), Jerry E. Rosen-
thal, July

In the Fight Against Disease, June
Malaria Makes a Comeback (Pakistan),.

Jerry E. Rosenthal, October
Treating Pakistanis' Heart Ailments,

Jerry E. Rosenthal, October

POPULATION AND FAMILY
PLANNING

Population ProgramsHow Good? De-
cember

The Growing Crisis, September
The People Problem (Bangladesh),

Jerry E. Rosenthal, July
TwoNo More. (Pakistan), Jerry E.

Rosenthal, October
World Fertility Patterns, January
World Population Conference: Buchar-

est in Retrospect, Carl J. Hemmer,
January

RESEARCH
r

from Potential . . . to Reality; Dana
G. Dalrymple, December

To Survive the Wind, Helen Nash,
August

The Research Link-Up. Guy Baird, De-
cember

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY,
AND ENVIRONMENT

Industrialization: Fitting It to the
Needs, AID Administrator Daniel
Parker, June

Novel Schools, Better Shelters, Jerry E.
Rosenthal, July


